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ABSTRACT
Since 1971, nearly four million adults have qualified

for a high school equivalency credential based on General Educational
Development (GED) test results. During Spring 1980 two major studies
were undertaken by the GED Testing Service: (1) the U.S. High School
Norming Study involving the administration of the GED Tests to a
representative sample of U. S. high school graduating seniorseand (2)
the National Survey of GED Examinees (adults). Results of these two
studies provided the data for this study, which comparerd the
performance on the GED tests of graduating high school seniors and
GED examinees. The percentiles and average standard scores for GED
examinees show achievement levels only slightly below the levels for
graduating high school seniors. Detailed analyses indic ted that
graduating-high school seniors outperformed GED examinees in 20 of
the 22 test content areas in the GED battery. Statistically
significant differences occurred in the areas of Capitalization and
Punctuation, Usage, and Sentence Correction on the Writing Skills
test, and Algebra on the Mathematics test. GED graduates Outperformed
graduating high school seniors in 18 of the 22 content areas in the
GED battery. Statistically significant differences occurred in the
areas of General Reading and Prose Literature on the Reading Skills
test. However, the magnitude of the differences between graduating
high school seniors and GED graduates was small. (Author/JAZ)
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Abstract
Since I cqz , nearly four million adults have qualified for a high school Nuivalency credential based on GED test

results. During Spring 1980 two major studies were undertaken by the GED Testing Service: (1) a national norming study
involving the administration of the GED Tests to a representative sample of U.S. high school graduating seniors and (2)
a national survey of adult exarninees. Results of these two studies provided the data for this study, which compared the per-
formance on the GED tests of graduating high school seniors and GED examinees. The percentiles and average standard
scores for GED examinees, the first such results publish,d, show achievement levelsonly slightly below the levels for grad-
uating high school seniors.

Detailed analyses indicated that graduating high school seniors outperformed GED examinees in 20 of the 2:I test
content areas in the GED battery. Statistically significant differences occurred in the areas of Capitalization and Punctua-
tion, Usage, Sentence Correction on the Writing Skills test, and. Algebra on the Mathematics test. Although this perfor-
mance pattern was consistent, the magnitude of the differences was small.

GED graduates (examinees who earned standard scores of at least 35 On each GED Test and an average standard
score of at least 45 on all five tests) outperformed graduating high school seniors in z8 of the 22 content areas in the GED
battery. Statistically significant differences occurred in the areas of General Reading and Prose Literature on the Reod,
ing Skills test. However, although this performance pattern was consistent, the magnitude of the differences between gradu-
ating high school seniors and GED graduates was small.

During the past four docades, the Tests of General
Educational Development (GED Tests) have provided
millions of adults who were unable to complete their
formal high school studies with the opportunities to (1)
qualify for jObs, (2) secure job promotions, (3) undertake
postsecondary education and training, and (4) achieve a
variety of personal goals, including that of personal satis-
facti.cn. Currently, more than 800,000 candidates (in-
cluding civilians and military personnel) take the GED
Tests each year; of these, about 515,000 earn a high
school equivalency credential (GEDTS, 1982). Through
the GED Testing Service, tests are administered at more
than 2,900 locations throughout the United States and
Canada to persons who have not graduated from high
school and who meet the eligibility requirements set by
their state, territory, or province

The purpose of the analyses reported here was to: (1)
report the standard score and percentile rank distribu-
tions for a nationally representative sample of recent GED
examinees and (2) compare and contrast the performance
of graduating high school seniors, GED examinees, and GEE)
graduates' on each of the 22 content areas in the GED
Tests. Adult education administrators, teachers, and
publishers should find this information useful in planning
and developing instructional programs for GED exam-
inees.2

' Graduating high school smiors refer to soon-to-be graduated high
school students. Throughout the remainder of this paper, graduating
high school seniors will be called graduating seniors. GED examinees are
persons who take the GED Tests to qualify for a high school equivalency
credential. GED graduates are examinees who earn standard scores of at
least 35 on each test, and an average standard score of at least 45 on the
GED battery (all five tests). This is the most widely used minimum score
requirement in the United Stares.

2The data presented in this research report are based on spring roSo
samples of graduating seniors and GED exarninees. Inferencesare based
on tha assumption that the overall characteristics of more recent samples
would be consistent with the 1980 samples. To the extent that these
assumptions are inaccurate (e.g_, changes in overall ability levels of
graduating high school senior or examinees, or changes in motivation/
preparation of high school seniors or GED examinees), conclusions
may differ from those presented here.

Description of the GED Tests
The content of the GEE) Tests is inte..cled to represent

a sample of the expected outcomes of four years of high
school instruction. Resulting from high school curricu-
lum reviews, recommendations detailing the content areas
to be covered and the relative emphasis within each sub-
ject area for the current GED Tests were determined. The
current tests were developed by the Educational Testing
Service. The GED Test battery contains a total of 290
items in five subject area tests: Writing Skills (80 items),
Social Studies (60 items), Science (60 items), Reading
Skills (40 items), and Mathematics (50 items). The tests
contain questions requiring use of concepts, general
knowledge, and thinking skills. There are few questions
about isolated details, definitions, or specific facts. The
GEE) Tests measure, among other things, the ability to
use information rather than to remember details. For each
item, exarninees are asked to select the best answer from
among five alternatives. The items cover a wide range of
subjects and vary in difficulty from easy to difficult. A
brief description of the content areas within each test is
presented bele The approximate number of items ap-
pearing on eaci ,st form is in parentheses. Patience and
Whitney (1982) present a more detailed description of
the content of the GED Tests in What Do the GED Tests
Measure?

Writing Skilis
The Writing Skills test questions are intended to mea-

sure a person's ability to use standard written English
clearly and effectively. Exarninees must identify errors in
spelling, capitalization, punctuation, and grammar; rec-
ognize preferred ways of writing sentences; and analyze
the organization and logic of sentences within a passage.
Content areas on the Writing Skills test are as follows:
Spelling (10 items), Capitalization and Punctuation (10
items), Usage (24 items), Logic and Organization (12



items), and Sentence Correction (24 items). The Sentence
Correction items include both Diction/Style and Sen-
tence Structure content.

Social Studies
The Social Studies test3 questions require examinees

to understand basic social studies principles and ideas and
explain meanings, draw conclusions, and to identify causes
and effects. Test items are selected from the following
areas: U.S. History (15 items), Economics (12 items),
Geography (9 items), Political Science (12 items), and
Behavioral Science (12 items).

Science
The Science test contains reading passages and Mdi-

vidual questions that test the understanding of basic scien-
tific principles and ideas. Most Science test questions ask
examinees to use the information given to analyze and
solve problems, explain results, or interpret information.
The Science test contains two major types of items. One,
composes about one-third of the test, includes single
multiple-choice items based solely on material presented
in the item stem. To answer these questions correctly, an
examinee must understand and be able to apply broad
fundamental scientific principles. The second type of
item, composes approximately two-thirds of the test,
consists of written passages or other stimuli (e.g., graphs,
charts) accompanied by related multiple-okoice ques-
tions. These items are designed to measure redding com-
prehension in the sciences and also to show how well the
examinee can understand, analyze, and use the informa-
tion presented in the passage. Test items are selected
from the following content areas: Biology (30 items),
Earth Science (12 items), Chemistry (9 items), Physics
(9 items).

Reading Skills
The Reading Skills test items are based on a written

passage or stimulus from newspapers, magazines, prose,
literature, poetry, and drama. The questions require an
examinee to demonstrate an understanding of what is
read, interpret the meaning of the passages, and draw
conclusions implied but not stated directly by the author.
Items are selected from the following content areas: Prac-
tical Reading (6 items), General Reading (12 itemS), Prose
Literature (12 items), Poetry (5 items), and Drama (5
items).

Mathematics
Most Mathematics test items involve some computa-

tion based on real-life situations or ask examinees to inter-
pret graphs, charts, tables, or diagrams. Items for the

3Canadian editions use slightly different specifications representative
of social stwles curriculum in Canada. Canadian history replaces U.S.
history and the proportional weiwhts given to Economics and Geography
are reversed in the Canadian editions.

Mathematics test
areas: Arithrnet
Algebra (12 itt

Reportir

7-1 lowing content
-10 items ), and

Scores or. ciFf= ii Teft alv ,:,ys reported as stan-
dard scores inc ii rark, -.be standard score and
percentile E _, 7 n ic achievement of U.S.
high schoc cij th rA7- sc in such a way that half of
the graduz 7 Att

above 50
r.liors earn standard scores

a sc zs at or below 50; standard
scores less than 70 are earned by only
about 2% of al- .oat -trg high school seniors (GEDTS,
1981). Most rc. :;lsi se the average (or total) standard
score eamec; c..1 the -,Ne tests in determining eligibility
for high school equivalency credentials. Standard scores
and percentile ranks have been used since the beginning
of the GED testing program to relate the level of achieve-
ment for an individual GED exarninee to that demon-
strated by recent high school graduates.

The first GED standard score scales were based on a
sample of U.S. high school seniors tested in 1943. In
order to interpret examinee performance on the test bat-
tery relative to the performance of contemporary high
school graduates, the relationship between the number
of items correctly answered on each test and the standard
score and percentile rank scales was completely redevel-
aped in norming studies conducted in 1955, 1967, 1977.
and 1980. The scores reported to examinees are based on
the results from the last previous study. Thus, the stan-
dard score scales for all English language GED Tests taken
after January 1, 1982 are based on the achievement levels
of 1980 U.S. graduating high school seniors.

Each , province, or territory sets its own mini-
mum scores for awarding a high school equivalency cre-
dential. The ACE Commission on Educational Credit
and Credentials, the policy-making body for the GED
Testing Service, has recommended that state minimum
score requirements be established not lower than standard
scores of at least 40 on each test or an average standard
score of at least 45 across all five GED Tests. This recom-
mendation reflects a reasoned judgernent by the Com-
mission that score requirements should be neither so high
as to represent levels of achievement far above that dem-
onstrated by recent high school graduates (as being arbi-
trarily unfair to adult examinees) nor so low as to threaten
the credibility of the hi& school equivalency credential.
Most current minimum state and province requirements
for a high school equivalency credential are set so that
GED examinees must earn scores that surpass 30% of
today's graduating seniors. For purposes of occupation
and college admission, credentials based on GED Tests
are considered by many educational institutions and
employers to be equivalent to a regular high school diplo-
ma received at the end of formal study.



Method
Sample Descriptions

The Kt% U.S. High School Norming Study. The process
of selecting schools and students involved careful defini-
tion of a sampling plan to ensure that the makeup of the
norm group would sufficiently represent all graduating
high school students. Approximately 304 U.S. high
schools participated in the forming project conducted
by the Educational Testing Service. The study used a
stratified random sample of approximately 3,600 grad-
uanng high school seniors. A more detailed description
of the sampling process is presented by Spil le (1981).

As part of the 1980 norming study, a questionnaire
elicting background information was administered to
approximately 3,600 graduating seniors. Information
gathered included: number of years of English, Social
Studies, Science, and Mathematics; specific courses taken
in Social Studies, Science, and Mathematics during four
years of hig,h school; and self-reported high school grades.

Slightly more than 97% of the graduating seniors re-
ported three years or more of English; while about 80%
reported four years or more. Percentages of seniors who
reported taking various social studies courses during high
school were as follows: American History (90%), World
History (55%), Political Science (42%), Behavioral Sci-
ence (35%), Economics (28%), Civics (21%), and Geog-
raphy (19%). Specific science courses taken by seniors
were reported as: Biology (81%), Physical Science (45%),
Chemistry (36%), General Science (35%), and Physics
(17%). Specific mathematics courses taken by seniors
were reported as: Algebra (76%), Geometrf (54%),
Advanced Algebra (35%), General Mathematics (32%),
Trigonometry (21%). Business Math (20%), and Calcu-
lus (7%).

About 33% of the graduating high school seniors re-
ported grades of rnostly A," or half A and half B", 46%
reported grades of "mostly B" or "half B and half C",
19% reported grades of "mostly C" or "half C and half
D", while approximately 1% reported grades "mostly D
or below." As expected, because the independent studies
claimed to sample similar populations, the percentages
reported above were nearly identical to those reported
by the National Center for Education Statistics in High
School and Beyond (Peng, Fetters, 61. Kolstad, 1981).

The t98o-National Survey of GED Examinees. The 1980
national su vey of GED examinees marked the first time
that detailed demographic and test performance data on
GED examinees were gathered. Examinees tested at ap-
proximately 250 Official GED Testing Centers (10%
stratified random sample of centers) participated in the
national survey of GED examinees. Approximately 13,000
examinees completed a. questionnaire eliciting background
information on age, highest grade completed, reasons for
taking the GED Tests, test 7reparation activities, reading
habits, and self-reported grades. A full description of the
sampling procedures and survey data is presented by

Malizio and Whitney (19B1). Briefly, the survey data re-
vealed the following: more than half the examinees were
21 years old or younger; about 70% of the examinees who
took the GED Tests cornpleted the 10th grade or higher;
nearly 39% of the exarnMees took the GED Tests chiefly
for job-related reasons, while *mother 30% took the tests
for reasons related to furthering their education; approx-
imately 80% of the examinees prepared in some manner
to take the GED Tests; about 90% of the examinees re-
ported reading books, magazines, or newspapers at least
once per week. Further, about 11% of the GED examinees
reported grades of "mostly A" or half A and half 8",
41% "mostly 8" or "half B and half C", 42% "mostly
C" or "half C and half D", and 7% "mostly D and bk_l.ow.

A comparison of survey results clearly showed that the
1980 graduating seniors reported higher grades in school
than those reported by 1980 GED examinees, whose
median grade completed was 10. Information on specific
subjects studied while in school was not collected in the
national survey of GED examinees.

Calculation of Standard Scores and
Percentile Ranks

Examinee raw scores (number of items correctly an-
swered) on the GED Tests are converted and reported as
standard scores and percentile ranks. The standard scores
and percentile ranks reported to GED examinees are
based- on the performance of graduating seniors in tht
1980 norming study. The percentile ranks used in com-
paring the graduating senior performance to GED exam-
inee performance in this report were based on actual
examinee performance.

All raw-to-standard score conversions used in this
srudy were based on the 1980 high school norming study.
However, the percentiles for GED examinees were calcu-
lated separately and do not correspond to those currently re
ported to examinees. For example, if a GED examinee
earned a standard score of 45 on the Writing Skills test,
the percentile rank reported would be 31, indicating that
about 31% of the U.S. high school norm group earned
standard scores at or below 45. A standard score of 45
on the Writing Skills test would have a corresponding

rcentile rank of 52 in the GED examinee sample, indi-
cating that 52% of the GED examinee sample earned stan-
dard scores on the Writing Skills test at or below 45.

Calculation of Content Area Mean Percent
Correct Values

All discussions and inferences presented in the detailed
comparisons of the GED Test content area performance
of graduating high school seniors and GED examinees are
based on the mean percent correct scores (i.e., mean item
difficulties or mean p-values) for content areas contained
on the GED Tests obtained by the norming and national
examinee samples. The mean -content area p-values, stan-
dard deviations, and standard errors of the mean p-valtms
were obtained separately for graduating seniors and GED
examinees as follows:



1) Item p-values (percent correct)
were calculated for each of 290 items
on nine forms of the GED Tests sepa-
rately for seniors and examinees. This
resulted in 2610 item p-values for
each groupa total of 5220 p-values.

2) The mean of all items that com-
pose a given content area was com-
puted by summing the p-values across
all forms separately by group. o r ex-
ample, p-values for Writing Skills
test items 1-10 (spelling) across all
forms were summed. This summed
value was then divided by the total
number of items contained in a given
content area (e.g., 90) to obtain the
mean p-value for spelling items. Iden-
tical procedures were followed for
each content area.

3) Standard deviations of the mean
p-vaiue for each content area were
calculated separately by group. Stan-
dard errors of each mean p-value were
calculated by dividing the standard
deviations by the square root of the
number of items in each respective
content area. These standard errors
were then used in calculating 99%
confidence intervals for each mean
p-value. If the mean p-value confi-
dence intervals between two content
area groups overlap, the performance
differences between the groups were
not statisdcally significant.

Results
Percentile Ranks for Graduating
High School Seniors and
GED Examinees

The percentile rank of a standard
score indicates the percent of persons

TABLE 1. Comparison of 19130 GED Examinee Performance I to High Sch
Senior Performance (Based on High School Norms Effective January 1, 19E

Standard
Scores

HS
FR2

GED Examinees

A

F

Writing
SkiM
PR

Social
Studies

PR
Jcienoc

PR

Reading
Skills
PR

Math
PR

Battery
Avg
PR

80 99 99 99 99 99
75 99 99 99 99 99
70 98 99 99 99 99
65 93 99 98 99 96 99
60 84 96 93 94 89 97 97
55 69 89 81 82 74 92 89
50 50 75 66 61 57 73 68
45 31 52 42 37 38 50 43
40 16 23 20 17 15 25 18
35 .-z 9 7 7 6 8 6
30 2 3 3 3 3 3 2
25 1 2 2 2 2 2 1

20 1 1 1 2

Mean 50 45.53 47.40 47.87 49.05 45.70 47.02
SD 10 8.19 8.87 6.70 9.64 8.0 7.56 S

Median 50 45 47 48 48 46 47 51

GED examinee sample based on a 10% sample of centers. National survey conducted during /kr
and May 1980. Sample sizes for each test are approximately 13,000. About 11,000 examini
completed the entire battery.

2Percentile Ranks (PR) for graduating high school seniors are based on single test performance. T
percentile rank of a standard score indicates the percent of persons scoring at or below that Sti
dard score. Thus, because 16% of the high school norm group obtained staneard scores at or belt
40, while about 23% of GED examinees obtained standard scores on the Writing Skills test at
below 40, it should be concluded that GED examinees do not earn scores as high as those earned
graduating high school seniors.
Based on a sample of 686 graduating high school seniors participating in the 1980 norming stu
who completed all five tests of the anchor form.

TABLE 2. Standard Scores Corresponding to Selected Percentile Ranks

Percentile
Rank

1-IS
nior

GED Examinees
Writing

Skills
Social

Studies Science
Reading
ticills Math

Batte
Avi

99 73 6' 69 67 7 64 64
95 67 59 62 61 65 58 60
90 63 56 59 58 61 56 57
75 57 51 53 53 56 51 52
50 50 45 47 48 48 46 47
25 43 41 42 43 43 41 42
10 37 36 37 37 39 36 38

5 27 32 34 33 34 33 is
1 20 ZO 20 20 ZO 20 28

in a particular sample scoring at or
below that standard score (see Table 1). Table 2 illustrates
standard scores corresponding to selected percentile
ranks.4 For example, (see row 4) the standard scores cor-
resp6nding to a percentile rank of 75 for GED examinees
(as a group) are Writing Skills (51), Social Studies (53),
Science (53), Reading Skills (56), and Mathematics (51).
The standard score corresponding to a percentile rank
of 75 for graduating seniors is 57 on each test (The score
scales are derived so that a standard score of 57 has the
same meaning on each test).

A closer inspection of the percentile ranks presented in
Table 1 reveals that the percentile ranks for graduating

4As an illustration, the percentage of each group earning average stan-
dard scores above 40 (100 minus the percentile rank ) was 86% (100-14;
see Table 1 and column 9, row 9) for the norm group and 82% (100-18;
see Table 1 column 8, row 9) for the GED examinees.

high school seniors and for GED examinees are
for standard scores below 40, but major differences occt
above 45. Although this pattern is similar on all five GE]
Tests, this point is most clearly illustrated in Figure 1 t
the Writing Skills test standard score distribution. Abot
77% of the GED examinees and 84% of the graduatir
seniors had standard scores above 40 on the Writir
Skills rest. However, 48% of the GED examinees (con
pared to 69% of the graduating seniors) had standar
scores above 45.

Although graduating seniors (as a group) earned hight
scores t1-.in GED examinees, the most important diffel
ences are those affecting rates at which state credenti;
standards would be met. To examine these critical dec
sions, additional analyses were conducted to estirna:
the percentages of GED examinees and graduating seniol
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77% of the scores earned by GED examinees, and
84% of the scores earned by graduating seniors were
above 40 (to the right of A);

-GED Examinees

48% of the scores earned by GED examinees, and
69% of the scores earned by graduating seniors were
above 45 (to the right of B).

.41--Graduating High School Seniors

20 25 30 35 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80
STANDARD SCORES

Figure 1. Plot of Smoothed Frequency Disteibutions fe

that met the current minimum score recommendation of
the Commission on Educational Credit and Credentials,
as well as various state requirements. Table 3 shows the
estimated passing rates for GED examinees and high
school seniors at selected minimum score requirements.

As shown in Table 3, graduating seniors and GED ex-
aminees show little difference in the percentages able to
meet the recommended mir irm_im score requirement.
Similarly, only minor differeyices in the percentages able
to meet the most widely used state minimum score re-
quirement (Minimum 35 and Mean 45) were observed.

Content Area Group 'Per ormance
To further develop the differences between senior/

examinee test performance analyses were conducted for
each of the 22 content areas in the GED battery. The
mean p-value represents the average percent correct
on all items of a given content area. The number of items
contained in each content area and the mean p-values are
presented in Appendix I,

When comparing group performances on the GED
Tests, it is important to note that any given test represents
a sample of possible items that may have been used to
measure achievement in a particular content area and
major subject area. In constructing the GED Tests, items
are permitted to vary somewhat in difficulty from one
content area to another. Therefore, when study results
indicate that, for a sample of examinees, one set of items

ring Skills Tests

(e.g., biology items) is more difficult than another (e.g.,
earth science items) within a particular test, it should not
be concluded that the group was "less prepared" in the
former area. Another set of items may have produced
different results. For this reason, percent correct values
(i.e., p-values) can be used to compare the achievement of
two groups, but not to compare the achievement levels of
a single group on two content areas.

The overall performances of both groups only differed
slightly (see Table 4). Graduating high school seniors
correctly answered an average of six more Writing Skills
items, four more Mathematics items, two more Social

TABLE 3. Estimated Percent of 1980 LI.S. Graduating
High School Seniors and GED Examinees Able to Meet
Vazious Minimum Standard Score Requirements.

Requirern-n s
Minimum 40 or Mean 45
Minimtnn 40 or Mean 50
Mean 45

'Minimum 35 and Mean 45
Minimum 40
Minimum 40 and Mean 45
Minimum 45 or Mean 50

HS Seniors

73
70
70
69
69
67
55

GED Examinees
70
66
63
62
66
59
42

'Commission on Educational Credit and Credentials recommended
minimum score requirement,

'Current minimum score requirement in most states. Refer to the 1981
Annual Statistical Report (GEDTS, 1982) for the current minimum
score requirement in effect in specific states, territories, and provinces.

9
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TABLE 4. Percent of Items Correctly Answered by Group'

GED Tests
Writing Skills
Social Studies
Science
Reading Skills
Mathematics

Graduating Seniors2 GED Examinees'

60
55

58

51
56
53
64
51

A more detailed table is presented in Appendix Z.
2Soon-toigraduate U.S. high school. seniors.
'Includes GED examinees who do not pass the GED battery

Studies items, and one more Science item than did GED
examinees. Both groups correctly answered approxi-
mately the same number of Reading Skills items.

In order to better understand the differences in overall
performance, average percent-correct values for content
areas within each of the GED Tests were examined. Grad-
uating seniors earned higher scores than did GED exam-
inees in all content areas except drama and prose literature.
Although differences do exist and the pattern of perfor-
mance is consistent (i.e., seniors perform better than GED
examinees) the magnitude of the actual differences is very
small. Further, the overall rank order (of the mean content
area p-values) correlation coefficient was .83. This sug-
gests that content areas that tended to be difficult for
seniors also tended to be difficult for GED examinees;
likewise, those areas that were less difficult for seniors
(as a group) also tended to be less difficult for examinees.
The most difficult content areas (i.e., types of items) for
both groups were chemistry and algebra items. The least
difficult types of items for both groups were practical
reading, drama, and general reading items.

Writing Skills. In general, those Writing Skills content
areas that were more difficult for seniors also tented
to be more difficult for GED examinees (see Table 5).

TABLE 5. Mean Percent Correct, and Standard Devia-
tion on Writing Skills Content Areas for Graduating
Seniors and GED Examinees.'

Gnntent Area

Graduating
Seniors

GED
Examinees

Mean SD m..;.n SD

Spelling 63 17 54 18
Capitalkation & Punc don 59 17 47 17
Usage 57 17 50 18
Sentence Correction 61 15 55 15
Logic & Organization 53 12 47 12

A more detailed table and explanation are presented in Appendix 2.

Overall performance differences ranged from six to nine
percent. The most difficult item type for both groups was
Logic and Organization. The least difficult content areas
for both groups were Spelling and Sentence Correction.

Estimated confidence intetvals about the mean content
area p-values (i.e., percent correct) for the two groups are
shown in Table 6. If the confidence intervals overlap (e.g.,
Spelling,and Logic and Organization), the differences be-
tween the groups ue not statistically significant (p > .01).
For example, the confidence intervals for the Spelling

content areas for graduating seniors and GED examinees
were 58-68%, and 50-59%, respectively. Thus, the dif-
ferences were not statistically significant. However,
graduating seniors outperformed GED examinees in
Capitalization and Punctuation, Usage, and Sentence
Correction (p .01). Statistically significant differences
do not exist, despite apparent large differences in mean
p-values, for most content areas. This results from a
number of factors including within-group variability of
ability5, as well as the number of items contained within
each content area. In addition, a statistically significant dif-
ference may actually represent only a 1-2 item difference
on a given test. Results indicated that seniors correctly
answered about 1-2 more items (within a Writing Skills
content area) than did GED examinees.

TABLE 6. Mean Content Area Confidence intervals' on
Writing Skills Test

Area Content
Spelling
Capitl. &Punctuation
Usage
Sentence Correction
Logic & Organkation

Graduating Seniors
58.68
54-64
54-60
59-64
50.57

GED Examinees
50.59
42-52
47-53
53-58
44-50

'These values represent estimated 99% confidence intervals and were
calculated by multiply:rig the standard error of each mean p-value by
2.58. For example, on the Writing Skills test, graduating high school
senior probably would answer correctly an average of 58-68% of the
spelling items; GED examinees an average of 50-59%. If the intervals
overlap, the differences are not statistically significant (p .01).

Social Studies. In contrast to the similarity in overall
performance on the other GED Tests, the least difficult
type of social studies items for graduating high school
seniors was the most difficult for GED examinees (see
Table 7). As a group, seniors correctly answered approx-
imately 61% of the U.S. History items. GED examinees
correctly answered about 56% of the items.

Differences between senior and examinees in mean
content area p-values for thee Social Studies test ranged
from three to five percent, and were not statistically

TABLE 7. Mean Percent Correct, and Standard Delia-
dons on Social Studies Content Areas for Graduating
Seniors and GED Examinees'

Content Areas

Graduating
seniors

GED
Examinees

meen SD

Economics 60 15 57 18
Geogaphy 59 15 56 17
Political Science 60 17 57 17
U.S. History 61 17 56 18
Behavioral Science 61 13 56 15

A more detailed table and explanation are presented in Appendix Z.

'Other things equal, content areas showing the greatest variation in
the item p-values (i.e., the largest standard deviation for p-values) re-
quire a larger difference in means to be statistically significant; areas
with fewer items require a larger difference in means to achieve antis.-
tical signAcance.
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significant (see Table 8). For example, the confidence in-
tervals for the Behavioral Science items for graduating
seniors and GED examinees were 57-64% and 52-60%
respectively. Graduating seniors correctly answered ap-
proximately 1 more item (within a Social Studies content
area) than did GED examinees.

TABLE 8. Mean Conte t Area Confidence Intervals' on
Social Studies Test

Content Area
Economics
Geography
Political Science
U.S. History
Behavioral Science

dilating Seniors
56-64
55-63
56454
57-65
57-64

GED Examinees
52-61
51-61
53-61
52-60
52-60

These values represent estimated 99% confidence intervals and were
'calculated by multiplying the standard error of each mean p-value by
2.58. For example, on a given Social Studies test, graduating high school
seniors probably would answer correctly an average of 57-64% of the
Behavioral Science items; GED examinees an average of 52-60%. If
the intervals overlap, the differences are not statistically significant
(p <.01).

Science. In general, content areas that were more
cult for seniors also tene:-d to be more difficult for exam-
inees. Overall performance differences ranged from one
to three percent. Chemistry items were the most difficult
for both high school seniors and GED examinees. The
least difficult area for both groups was Biology (see
Table 9).

TABLE 9. Mean Percent Correct, and Standard Devia-
tions on Science Content Areas for Graduating Seniors
and GED Examinees!

Content Area

Graduating
Senion

GED
Examinees

SD Mean SD

Biology 58 17 56 20
Earth Science 56 15 55 19
Chemisny 46 15 43 19
Physics 54 14 51 18

I A more detailed table and explanation are presented in Appendix 2.

As shown in Table 10, performance differences be-
tween graduating seniors and GED exarninees were not
statistically significant. For example, the estimated con-

TABLE 10. Mean Content Area Confidence Interva
of Science Test

Content Area
Biology
Earth Science
Chemisrry
Physics

Graduating Seniors
56-61
53-60
41-50
50-58

GED Examinees
53-59
50-60
38-48
46-56

'These values represent estimated 99% confidence intervals and were
calculated by multiplying the standard error of each mean p-value by
2.58. For example, on the Science test, graduating high school seniors
probably would answer correctly an average of 5661% of the Biology
items; GED examinees an average of 53-59%. If the intervals overlap,
the differences are not statistically significant (p.c.01).

fidence intervals for Earth Science items were 53-60% for
graduating seniors and 50-60% for GED examinees.
Graduating seniors and GED examinees correctly an-
swered approximately the same !lumber of items within
a specific content area with the exception of Biology. On
average, seniors correctly answered approximately 1 more
item within the Biology content area_

Reading Skills. Content areas that were more difficult
for seniors, also tended to be more difficult for GED ex-
aminees. Overall performance differences ranged from
one to four percent. The most difficult item type for both
groups was Poetry (see Table 11). The least difficult con-
tent area for both groups was Practical Reading.

TABLE 1 1. Mean Percent Correct, and Standard Devia-
tions on Roading Conteant Areas for Graduating Seniors
and GED Examinees.'

Content Area

Graduating
Seniors

GED
Examinees

Mean SD Mean

Practical Reading 73 17 69 15
General Reading 65 14 64 17
Prose Limrature 63 16 64 17
Poetry 60 15 58 15
Drama 15 67 14

' A more detailed table and explanation are presented in Appendix 2.

As shown in Table 12, differences between graduating
serdors and GED examinees were not statistically signifi-
cant. Both groups correctly answered approximately the
same number of items within a specific Reading Skill
content area.

TABLE 12. Mean Con ent Area Confidence Intervals'
on Reading Skills Test

Content Area
Practical Reading
General Reading
Prose Literature
Poetry
Drama

Graduating Seniors
68-79
62-69
59-67
55-66
60-71

GED Examinees
63-75
60-68
60-68
51-64
60-73

hese values represent estimated 99% confidence intervals and were
calculated by multiplying the standard error dead% mean p-value by
2.58. For example, on the Reading Skills test, graduating high seniors
probably would answer correctly an average of 68-79% oldie Practical
Reading irems; GED examinees an average of 63-75%. If the intervals
overlap, the differences are not statistically significant (p < .01).

Mathematics. Content areas that were more difficult
for seniors, were also more difficult for GED examinees.
The most difficult item type for both groups was Algebra
(see Table 13). Overall performance differences ranged
from 4-15 percent. The least difficult content area for
both groups was Arithmetic.

As shown in Table 14, except for Algebra items, differ-
ences between graduating seniors and GED examinees
on Mathematics content area p-values were not statisti-
cally significant. Graduating seniors correctly answered

1 1
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TABLE 13. Mean Percent Correct, and Standard Devia-
tions on Mathematics Content Areas for Graduating
Seniors and GED Examinees.'

Content Area

Graduating
Seniors

GED
Examinees

Mean SD Mean SD

Arithmetic 63 20 59 23
Geometry 57 21 48 24
Algebra 49 19 34 18

'A more detailed table and explanation are presented in Appendix 2.

TABLE 14. Mean Content Area Confidence Intervals'
on Mathematics Test

Content Area
Arithmetic
Geometry
Algebra

Graduating Seniors
60-66
51-63
44-53

GED Examinees
55-63
42-55
29-38

'These values represent estimated 99% confidence intervals and were
calculated by multiplying the standard error of each mean p-value by
2.58, For example, on the Mathematics test, graduating high school
seniors probably would answer correctly an average of 44-53% of the
Algebra items; GED examiness an average of 29-38%. If the intervals
overlap, the differences are not statistically significant (p > .01).

approximately one to four additional items (within a
content area) than did GED examinees.

Graduating High School Seniors
vs. GED Graduates

To this point, this paper has addressed the perfor-
mance of GED examinees and graduating seniors sampled
in the 1980 studies. A quest.c, ri frequently asked by adult
educators, administrators, teachers, admissions officers,
and employers is "How do GED 'graduates' compare
with graduating high school seniors on the GED Tests?"
To address this issue, analyses similar to those noted
above were performed using only the item data from
examinees who earned a minimum of 35 on each GED
Test and an average of 45 across the GED battery. (This
is the most widely used current minimum score require-
ment to earn the high school equivalency credential based
on GED Test results.)

As shown in Table 15, these detailed analyses indicated
that GEE) graduates (as a group) outperformed graduating
seniors (based on mean content area p-values) in 18 of the
22 content areas contained in the GED battery. The con-
tent area p-values for graduating seniors, GED exaininees,
and GED graduates are shown in Figure 2. Estimated con-
fidence intervals for each group are presented in Appen-
dix 2. The most notable differences occurred on the
Reading Skills test. Differences between GED graduates
and graduating seniors were statistically significant in
General Reading and Prose Literature. Estimated confi-
dence intervals for the General Reading items for GED
graduates and graduating seniors were 71-79% and 61.'-
69%, respectively. Estimates for the Prose Literature
items for GED graduates and graduating seniors were
70-79% and 62-69%, respectively.

TABLE 15. Mean Percent of Ite s Correctly Answered
by Graduating High School Seniors and GED Graduates.'

Content Area
No.

2

Graduating
Seniors

GED
Graduates

SD Mean $D

Writing Skills
Spelling 90 63 17 61 18
Capitl. & Punctuation 90 59 17 53 19
Usage 216 57 17 58+ 19
Sentence Correction 216 61 15 65+ 16
Logic iSz. Organization 108 53 12 56 i-- 14

Social Studies
Economics 105 60 15 66+ 18
Geography 86 59 15 65+ 18
Political Science 110 60 17 67+ 18
U.S. HistorY 134 61 17 65+ 19
Behavioral Science 105 61 13 66+ 16

Science
Biology 262 58 17 65+ 21
Earth Science 111 56 15 65+ 21
Chemistry 85 46 15 50+ 22
Physics 82 54 14 59+ 20
Walling Skills
Practical Reading 54 73 17 79+ 16
General Reading 113 65 14 75+ 16
Prose Literature 103 63 16 74+ 17
Poetry 45 60 15 69+ 17
Drama 45 66 15 76+ 15

Mathematics
Arithmetic 251 63 20 68+ 24
Geometry 91 57 21 56 26
Algebra 108 49 19 39 21

'Percent correct values for GED examiness data based on item data
from a 30% random sample of examinees participating in the 1980
National Survey. Percent correct values for GED graduates are based
on a subset of the GED examiner, sample (i.e., those examinees who
earned a minimum of 35 on each test and an average 45 across all five
GED Tests)_ Values followed by a plus sign (+) represent areas where
GED graduates outperformed graduating seniors.

2Number of items on nine forms of the GED battery that were used in
these analyses_ All available forms that had data for both groups were
included in the analyses.

Discussion
The observed difference in overall performance indi-

cated by the percentile ranks ()leach group was probably
related to the GED examinee awareness of the current
minimum standard score requirements in effect in most
states. Unlike GED examinees who take the GEE) Tests
with a specific objective (i.e., to earn scores high enough
to qualify for a high school equivalency credential), grad-
uating seniors participating in the norming study are
unaware of the current minimum score requirements at
the time of testing. Many GED examinees delay taking
the tests until, through instruction or self study, they are
reasonably confident of earning standard scores of at
least 35-45. The availability of widely used predictive
tests (e.g., Official GED Practice Tests (GEDTS, 1979))
may contribute to the relatively small numbers of GED
examinees who earn standard scores below 35.
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Clearly, graduating seniors earned slightly higher scores
than did GED examinees in every content area contained
on the GED Tests except Drama and Prose Literature.
Performance differences on Capitalization and Punctua-
tion, Usage, Sentence Correction, and Algebra were
statistically significant. Differences between the two
groups showed that, in general, seniors correctly an-
swered one to four additional items per test than did GED
examinees. Both groups correctly answered approximately
the same number of Reading Skills items. Perhaps, be-
cause of the goal orientadon of GED examinees at the
time they take the Tests, as well as other preparation and
pretesting activities of examinees, the percentages of
!_oth groups able to meet the recommended minimum
score requirements to earn the high school equivalency
credential were essential:y the same.

The purpose of this study was not to provide a formula
for adult basic educators that, when applied to their cur-
rent teaching strategy, would result in more GED exam-
inees passing the GED Tests. However, based on the
overall performance of graduating high school seniors
and GED examinees, it would seem that the two groups
differ most in terms of achievement in Capitalization and
Punctuation, Usage, and Sentence Correction on the
Writing Skills test, and in Algebra on the Mathematics
test. Because graduating high school seniors earned higher
scores in each of these four areas, additional or more
effective instruction may result in better GED examinee
performance. Other factors such as test anxiety may also
influence test performance.

Although performance differences between GED ex-
aminees and graduating high school seniors were found,
they were small. As shown in Figure I, the score distribu-
tions of graduating high school seniors and GED exam-
inees overlap substantially. Further, 30% of current
graduating high school seniors could not meet state score
requirements for the GED Tests. That is, examinees who
pass the GED Tests, have demonstrated achievement
levels that surpass about 30% of today's graduating high
school seniors.

It should not be inferred that, on an individual basis,
a given GED examinee is more or less prepared than a
given graduating high school senior. Most GED exam-
Mees complete the 10r1 grade, have been out of school
an average of 540 years, and are currently employed.
Considering these factors, the similarity of test scores for

the GED exarninees and graduating seniors, is a notable
commentary on examinee motivation and on the caliber
of instruction offered in adult education programs.

The findings presented here substantiate the Office
on Educational Credit and Credentials policy for award-
ing high school credentials based on the GED Tests. GED
graduates outperformed the graduaang high school seniors
in most areas on the battery. In the four areas where grad-
uating seniors outperformed GED graduates, the differ-
ences were not statistically significant. The authors be-
lieve that persons who meet the state/provincial established
minimum score levels for the high school equivalency
credential based on GED Test results should be con-
sidered high school gaduates for the admissions, military,
licensing, and employment purposes. Their test results
reported here demonstrate this achievement equivalency.
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APPENDIX E Mean Percent of Items Correctly Answered
by Graduating High School Seniors, GED Examinees, and
GED Graduates.'

Content Area
No.

2

Graduanng
Seniors

GED
Examinees

GED
Graduates

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Writing Skills
Spelling 90 63 17 54 18 61 18
Capitl. 64. Puncruation 90 59 17 47 17 53 19
Usage 216 57 17 50 18 58+ 19
Sentence Correcrion 216 61 15 55 15 65+ 16
Logic &. Organization 108 53 12 47 12 56+ 14

Social Studies
Economics 105 60 15 57 18 66+ 18
Geography 86 59 15 56 17 65+
Political Science .. ... 110 60 17 57 17 65+ 18
U.S. History 134 61 17 56 18 65+ 19
Behavioral Science ... 105 61 13 56 15 66+ 16

Science
Biology 262 56 17 56 20 65+ 21
Barth Science 111 56 15 55 19 65+ 21
ZThernistry 85 46 15 43 19 50+ 22
Physics 82 54 14 51 18 59+ 20

Reading Skills
Pracciml Reading ..... - 54 73 17 69 15 79+ 16
3eneral Reading 113 65 14 64 17 75+ 16
F`rose Literature . . _ 03 63 16 64 17 74+ 17
Pciti y 45 60 15 58 15 69+ 17
Drama 45 66 15 67 14 76+ 15

Viathemacics
Nrithmetic 251 63 20 59 23 68+ 24
ieomeny 91 57 21 48 24 56 26
,dgebra 108 49 19 34 18 39 21

Percent correct values for GED examinee data based on item data from a
30% random sample of examinees participating in the 1980 National Sur-
vey. Percent correct values for GED graduates are based on a subset of the
GED examinee sample (i.e., those examinees who earned a minimum of
35 on each test and an average 45 across all five GED Tests), Values fol-
lowed by a plus sign (+) represent areas where GED graduates ourper-
performed graduating seniors.

'Number of items on nine forms of the GED battery that were used in these
analyses. All available forms that had data for b h grOups were included
in the analyses.
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Content Areq
-raduating

Seniors
GED

Esmineea
GED

Graduates'

Writing Skills
Spelling .. ..... - 58-68 50-59 57-66
Capitl. 61. Punctuation . 54-64 42-52 48-58
Usage 54-60 47-53 54-61
Sentence Correction . 59-64 53-58 62-68
Logic ENI. Organization 50-57 44-50 52-59
Sodal Studies
Econorni 56-64 52,61 61-71
Geography 55-63 51-61 60-70
Political Science ..... 56-64 53-61 62-71
U.S. History . . .. , .. . 57-65 52-60 61-70
Behavioral Science . ... , 57-64 52-60 62-70
Science
Biology 56-61 53,59 61-68
Earth Science 53-60 50-60 60-70
Chemistry 41-50 38-48 44-57
Physics 50-58 46,56 53.k5
Reading Stalls
Practical Reading . 68-79 63-75 73-85
General Reading 62-69 60-68 71-79
Prose Literature 59-67 60-68 70-79
Pocuy 55-66 51-64 63-76
Drama 60-71 60-73 71-82
Mathematics
Arithmetic 60-66 55-63 64-72
Geometry 51-63 42-55 49-63
Algebra ... . . _ 44-53 29-38 j 34 44

' These values represent estimated 99% confidence inrervals and were
calculated by multiplying the standard error of each mean p-value
by 2.58. For example, on a given Writing Skills test, graduating high
school seniors probably vinu1d answer correctly an average of 58-
68% of the spelling items; GED examinees an average of 50-59%;
GED graduates, 57-66%.

'Based on GED examinees who earned standard scores of at least 35
on each GED Test and an average standard score of at least
five tests in the GED battery.

45 on all
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GLOSSARY*
1. An achievement test is one designed to measure a stu-

dent's grasp of some body of knowledge or his proficiency in
certain skill domains. The GED Tests are intended to measure
achievement from a sample of expected outcomes of four years
of high school instruction.

2. An average is a number in the range of possible scores,
though not always an actual score attained by an individual,
which represents the most typical or represe.itative value in a
group of scores. "Average is a generic term designating any
measure of central tendency, such as the mean, median, or
mode. In ordinary speech, the term "average" often means the
same thing as the term "arithmetic mean," On the GED Tests,
the average standard score for graduating high school seniors
is 50.

3. A battery of tests is a set of several tests intended to he
administered to the same exarninees. The tests in a battery are
usually designed to yield comparable scores and are provided
with norrn5 on the same or comparable groups of persons, The
GED battery contains five subject area tests: Writing Skills
(80 items), Social Studies (60 items), Science (60 items),
Reading Skills (40 items), and Mathematics (50 items); a total
of 290 items.

4. A best answer item is a multiple-choice test item in
which the incorrect responses are not totally wrong. The exam-
inee's task is to select the best response, even though it may
not be the only plausible response. In a best answer item the
difference between the correct answer and the incorrect alter-
natives is a difference in degree of correctness and/or com-
pleteness. Most items on the GED Tests are of this type.

5. Comparable scores are expressed on the same scale_ and
have the same mean and the same variability. Ifscores on several
tests are truly comparable for a group of examinees, the distri-
butions of their scores on each test would be identical, though
the scores of any individual on the several tests might differ.
Scores on the five tests in the GED battery are comparable for
graduating high school seniors.

6. The content validity of the GED Tests is determined
by the extent to which the items in each content area sample
the expected outcomes of four years of high school instruction
and by the degree to which the items faithfully tap these outcomes.

7. A correlation coefficient is a number, ranging from plus
1 to minus 1, that expresses the degree of relationship between
two sets of scores or other measurements of each of the in_di-
viduals in a group. Positive correlations indicate that as one set of
scores increase, the other set of scores also tends to increase:
similarly, as one set of scores decreases the other set of scores
also tends to decrease. Negative correlations suggest that as one
set of scores increases, the other set of scores tend to decrease;
similarly, as one set of scores decreases, the other set tends to
increase. The letter "r" is ordinarily used to represent the cor-
relation coefficient. The most widely used coefficient of cor-
relation is obtained from the Pearson product-moment formual,
though a number of other formulas are also used.

8. A critical score separates those which are satisfactory
in terms of some purpose or criterion from those which are

*Adamd from Ebel, Robert L. Measuring Educational Achievement,
pp. 444-469. Englewood Cliffs, Nj: Prentice.Hall, Inc. 1965.

unsatisfactory. A minimum passing s.:ore on a test is a critical
score. For the GED Tests, the most widely used score require-
ment in the United States is a standard score of at least 35 on
each subtest and an average standard score of at least 45 for
the battery_ In Canada, the most widely used score requirement
is a standard score of at least 45 on each test Participating
states, provinces, and territories are free to choose unique
minimum passing scores, so long as they are not lower than
those scores established by the Commission on Educational
Credit and Credentials.

9. A derived score is obtained hy converting a score from
one scale of measurement into another. Raw scores on a test,
,:onsisting of the number of correct responses, with or without
correction for guessing, are frequently converted into such
derived scores a$ percentile ranks, z-scores, or T-scores. Some
derived scores are quantitatively proportional to the original
scores; some are not. GED standard scores (T-scores) and
percentile r-inks are derived scales.

10. A distribution of scores is a tabulation or enumera-
tion of the frequency of occurrence of each score in a given ser
of scores. A distribution of scores may be indicated graphically
by a frequency polygon or by a histogram.

11. Equating is a procedure whereby two parallel exam-
inations are placed on a common scale of measurement. TYPi-
cally, when parellel forms of an examination are constructed,
despite the best efforts of test developers, the tests will vary
to some extent in difficulty. Accordingly, without equating,
two students of equal ability could receive different scores by
taking different parallel examinations. The form of equating
used in connection with the OED Tests is called equipercentile
equating. This procedure involves the development of a func-
tion of equal percentile values based on the observed raw score
distributions of the two parallel forms. These equating func-
tions are then used to convert each parallel form to a given base
form score. As the base form has already been norrned and
placed on a scale, equating allows all parallel forms to be placed
on, and interpreted in terms of, this one single scale.

12. A frequency distribution consists of a sequence of
score intervals opposite each of which is recorded the number
of scores in the total group falling in that interval. The terms
"frequency distribution" and "distribution of scores" are
nearly synonymous.

13. The mean is a measure of the central tendency of the
average numerical -alue of a set of scores It is calculated by
adding all of the scotes and dividing the sum by the number
of scores_

14. A multiple-choice item has two parts: the stem, con-
sisting of a direct question or an incomplete statement, and
two or more alternatives, consisting of answers to the question
or completions of the statement. The examinee's task is to
choose the correct, or the best (keyed), answer over the distracters,

15. A norm, as the term is used in relation to test scores, is
the average or typical test score (or other measure) for members
of a specific group. Norms are often presented in tables giving
the typical score values for a series of different homogeneous
groups such as students in a given grade or students of a given
age. English editions of the GED Tests are norrned using a rep-
resentative sample of graduating seniors in high schools through-
out the United States.
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16. A normal distribution is a rnathernaricaUy defined
frequency distribution. lc is represented by a symmeilzical,
bell-shaped zurve characterized by scores concentrated near
the middle and tapering toward each extreme. Tables have
been prepared to show the hzighr of the ordinate (vertical axis)
at various points along th base line (score scale) and for show-
ing areas under the cin-ve in various intervals along the base
line. The heights of che ordinates indicate the relative frequen-
des of each score in the distribution. The areas under the curve
over various score interi.;als indicate what proportion of the
total number of scores fall in that interval. The GED standard
scores for uaduating high school seniors have an approximately
normal distribution.

17. An objective test is one which can be provided with a
simplc predetermined list of correct answers, so that sabjective
opinion or judgment in the scoring procedure is eliminated.

18. A percentile rank of a particular test score in a given
distribution of scores is a number indicating e percentage of
scores in the whole distribution which fall at or below the point
lt which the given score lies. Percentile ranks show relative
standings among reported scores. Distribution of percentile
(or cenrile) ranks is approximately rectangular, whereas most
raw score distributions from which the percentile ranks are
derived are approxirnately normal.

19. A power test is one on which the examinee's score de-
pends chiefly on how much he is able to do, not how rapidly
he is able to do ir. Hence, in 3 power test there is either no time
limit at all or a very generous tirriC limit. The tasks in a power
test are sonletimes arranged in order of increasing difficulty,
with the expectation that the examinee will stop when he reaches
tasks of a level of difficulty beyond his capabilities. The GED
Tests are intended to be power tests.

20. A random sample is a sample selected in such a v,-.1y as
to guarantee equal probability of selection to all possible sam-
ples of this size that could be formed from the members of the
popoulation involved. It is also true that each element in the
population has equal probability of being including in a random
sample. If a random sample is sufficiently large and is truly
random, a test given to the sample will produce the same score
distribution as if the entire population were tested.

21 A range of scores is the srnallest interval on the score
scale which will include all of the measures in the distribution.
It is sometimes defined, more simply bur somewhat inaccu-
rately, as the difference between the highest and the lowest
scores in the distribution. The range of scores provides a simple
measure of the variability of the scores of the distribution.
GED standard scores can be 20-80, so they have a 61 point
possible range.

22. A raw score is the number first obtained in scoring rhe
test, before any transformation to a standard score or other
derived score. For the GED Tests, the raw score is the number
of right answers. Equivalent raw scores on two rests may not
indicate equal performance due to differences in test difficulty.
Equivalent converted scores or scaled scores on the GED Tests
have been equated to be indicative of equal performance levels.

23. A representative sample is one chosen in such a way
as to make it rnore likely than a random sample to exhibit the
same characteristics as the population. Representative samples
are often statified samples, with predeterrnin zei numbers of

cases chosen randomly from different geograplu e , dif-
ferent age groups, or other subgroups which are thought to
differ systematically with respect to the characteristic being
measured. The samples of high school seniors used in norrning
the (JED Tests are stratified by geographical region, by school
type, and by distrizt socioeconomic level.

24. A scale is a .sequence of numbeis whose use is defined
and limited so they will have special significance in indicating
various degrees of some trait or characteristics, For example,
the scores obtainable from any test constitute scale. Scales
are sometimes represem:ed graphically by intervals and sub-
divisions of intervals alc ng a line.

25. A scoring formula indicates how the raw score on the
test is to be obtained Eom the number of correct, incorrect,
or omitted respongcs. The simplest scoring formula (also the
one used for the GED Tests) is -raw score equals number right.-
lf scores corrected for guessing are desired, the number of
wrong responses divided by one less than the number of
answer options per item is frequently subtracted from the
number of correct responses. Alternatively, the number of
omitted items divided by the number of 2nswer options per
item can be added to the number of right responses.

26. A statistically significant difference, is a large enough
difference between two comparable statistics computed from
separate samples to indicate that the probability of a difference
as large as the observed difference would not be would not be
expected to occur by change more than a specified number of
times in one hundred. The statistical signficance of a difference
depends not only on the magnitude of the difference, but also
upon the precision of the two measures used to obtain the
difference.

27. The t nda rd deviation is a measure of variability,
dispersion, or spread of a set of scores around their mean value.
Mathematically, the standard deviation is the square root of
the mean of the squared deviation of the scores from the mean
of the distribution of scores. The more closely the scores in
a distribution cluster about the mean, the srnaller the standard
deviation. In a normal distribution, 68.26 percent of all of the
scores lie within plus and minus one standard deviation of the
mean, The standard deviation of GED standard scores for grad-
uating high school seniors is 10 points.

28. The standard error of measurernent is an estimate
of the standard deviation of the errors of measurement associ-
ated with the test scores in a given set. The standard error of
measurement is estimated by multiplying the standard deyia
tion of the scores by the square root of one minus the reliability
coefficient. Approximately two-thirds of the errors of mea-
surement in a given set of test scores will be less than the son-
dard error of measurement. The largest error of measurement
in a set of one hundred scores is likely to be less than three times
the standard error of measurement. The standard error of
measurement for the GED Tests typically range from 2.5 to
3.1 standard score points.

29. A standard score is one derived from a raw score so
that it can be expressed on a uniform standard scale without
seriously altering its relationship to other scores in the distri-
bution. A simple type of standard score is the z.score, which
expresses each raw score as a positive or negative deviation
from the mean of all raw scores on a scale in which the unit
is one standard deviation. In another type of standard-score
scale, the transformation is arranged to yield a normal distribu-
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don of standard scores. The use of standard scores simplifies
comparisons and interpretations of scores_ Th-! standard scores
for each GED Test are normalized scores with a mean of 50 and
a standard deviarion of 10. The relationship between raw scores
(number of correct answers) and standard scores is based on
the test results from specified samples of soon-to-graduate
high school seniors.

30. A staridardize4 test is one which has been constructed
in accord with detailed specifications, one for which the items
have been selected after tryout for appropriateness in difficulty
and discriminating power, one which is accompanied by a
manual giving definite directions for uniform administration
and scoring, and one which is provided with relevant and de-

pendable norms for score interpretation. Standardized tests
are ordinarily constructed by test specialist, with the advice of
competent teachers or experts.

31. A T-score is a normalized standard score on a scale such
that the distribution of T-scores in the population from which
they are derived has a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of
10. The original T-scores were devised by McCall and named
in honor of Thorndike and Terman. GED standard scores are
of this type.

32. The variance is a measure of the dispersion of scores
about their mean. The varianc:: is the mean of the squared de-
viations of the scores from their mean_ Hence, it is equal to the
square of the standard deviation.
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Did you read this publication?
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Did you find the content to be stated clearly and
accurately?
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Were the contents presented in a convenient
format?
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Other
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